
Developments in Short-Wave Directive Antennas *

By E. BRUCE

Part 1 of this paper discusses the relative importance of the factors which

limit the intelligibility of short-wave radio telephone communication. The
more important of these factors are inherent set noise, external noise (static,

etc.), and signal fading. The possibility of counteracting these limitations

through antenna directivity is indicated.

Part 2 describes an antenna system which maintains a desirable degree of

directivity throughout a broad continuous range of frequencies. The cost of

this antenna is more favorable than that of many types of fixed frequency
antennas of equal effectiveness.

BEFORE discussing specific antenna systems, it appears desirable

to review the general problems of short-wave communication and

to observe wherein antenna design can assist in overcoming existing

circuit limitations. Accordingly, this paper is divided into two parts;

the first will outline the requirements in the problem, and the second

will be a description of an antenna system which has proved effective,

despite its low cost of construction.

The writer's experience with antenna systems has been largely con-

fined to the standpoint of reception, therefore, the following discussion

will be largely on this basis. It will be apparent to the reader, how-

ever, that many of the features are likewise applicable to transmitting

antenna installations.

PART 1. THE SHORT-WAVE PROBLEM

Radiotelephone Circuit Limitations

An analysis of the factors limiting the excellence of the output

quality of a receiver governs the design of the entire radio circuit and

associated equipment. Assuming well-designed apparatus through-

out, we still encounter difficulties, especially at times of low signal

strength, the more important of which are enumerated as follows:

(a) Inherent receiver noise.

(b) External noise (static, man-made noises, etc.).

(c) Signal fading.

The design of the receiving antenna system has an important bearing

upon all three of these factors, brief explanations of which are given

below.

* Presented before Sixth Annual Convention of the Inst, of Radio Engineers,

June 6, 1931, Chicago, Illinois. Published in Proc. I. R. E., August, 1931.
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(a) Receivers of very high gain characteristics are troubled with an
inherent noise adequately described as a "hissing" sound. This may
be due to several ' causes such as shot-effect, etc. Much of this noise

can be minimized through proper design, the methods of which are

beyond the scope of this paper. Finally, however, an apparently ir-

reducible minimum of noise is encountered, commonly referred to as 2

"Johnson" or circuit noise. This noise, under conditions of matched
impedances, is so related to the circuit signal efficiency that the ratio

of noise to signal cannot be appreciably altered except through some-
what impractical expedients such as lowering the absolute temperature

of the circuit. All this tends to show that the designer of receivers

must eventually rely upon his being able to increase the signal outputs
from antennas to override the residual receiver noise difficulties on low
field strength signals.

(b) Unpublished work, by a member of our laboratories,3 has indi-

cated that on many occasions short-wave static is highly directional.

Interfering signals and electrical noises of human making are, of course,

directional. It is quite evident that where the desired signal direction

differs from that of the interference, receiving antenna directional

discrimination is of immense importance.

(c) At times, remarkable reductions in short-wave fading have been
achieved through extremely sharp directional characteristics of the

receiving antenna. On the basis that certain types of fading are due
to phase interference between multiple path signals of varying path
length, it is reasonable to believe that where an angular difference exists

between these paths, fading can be reduced by directivity which ac-

cepts only one of the paths. This, of course, assumes that the ac-

cepted path is stable in its direction. When this is not true, the reduc-

tion of fading through directivity becomes difficult.

The Relative Importance of the Various Circuit Limitations

The most serious hindrance to reliable, long-distance, short-wave
communication is the great loss in signal fields which accompanies
magnetic storms. Maintaining service under such conditions, develops

into a battle against set noise and static. It is during these periods

that effective receiving antennas are the most appreciated. The re-

search worker on receiving antenna systems always welcomes such
periods for his experimental work, since he knows well that under con-

1 F. B. Llewellyn, "A study of noise in vacuum tubes and attached circuits,"
Proc. I. R. E., February, 1930.

2
J. B. Johnson, "Thermal agitation of electricity in conductors," Phys, Rev., 32,

97, 1928.
3 K. G. Jansky, Bell Telephone Laboratories.
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ditions of strong signals, a simple antenna appears to perform as well

as one considerably more elaborate and expensive.

Fig. 1 will assist in comparing the relative importance of set noise

and static interference. The figure is not intended to be strictly accur-
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Fig. 1—Relative distribution of static and set noise with wave-length.

ate as to numerical values but will convey the idea of the principles

involved. There is plotted as a function of wave-length, for an arbi-

trary location and season, the average static voltage level delivered to

the first tube of a receiver by a half-wave, vertical antenna through its

coupling circuits. Likewise, we have plotted the circuit noise delivered

to this same tube as a function of wave-length. The fact that these

curves intersect is of importance.

At wave-lengths considerably below the point of intersection, a weak

signal falls into the level of the set noise. Increased signal output from

the antenna is desirable to override this noise. It is evident that static

reduction through directional discrimination is of little use in this

region, therefore an antenna having directional properties but possess-

ing no marked gain in output over a simple nondirectional antenna has

no merit. At wave-lengths considerably above the point of intersec-

tion, static reduction through directivity is of utmost importance, while

a gain in antenna output would be of little value if it meant a gain in

static as well as in signal. It is interesting to observe, however, that a

sufficient reduction of static through directivity would lower the whole

static curve until it lay below the set noise curve. Such being the case,

signal gain would again be required.
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The above arguments are intended to show that, at the shorter

wave-lengths, receiving antennas should be designed for a gain in signal

output. At the long wave-lengths, directive discrimination in recep-

tion is the major requirement. In contrast to this, a transmitting

antenna has no such wave-length eccentricities. Its purpose is always

to lay down at the receiving point as great a field as possible. We
must not forget, however, that the time is near when more attention

should be paid to marked directive discrimination in transmitting

antennas as a means of reducing interference between congested com-

munication channels.

While set noise and static are at times important factors in limiting

successful short-wave communication, fading practically always pre-

sents varying degrees of annoyance. It is really surprising how much
fading can be tolerated without radically affecting speech intelligibility,

but for services such as high-grade program transmission where natur-

alness is also important vast improvements are required; consequently

much attention has been, and is being paid to this phase of the problem.

Increasing the Signal Output of Receiving Antennas

Under conditions of optimum output impedances, the magnitude of

signal developed at the receiving antenna load is simply a function of

the ratio of the effective induced voltage to the effective antenna re-

sistance. The term effective induced voltage is used, as attention must
be directed toward proper phasing, where the antenna dimensions are

•B

Effects of antenna directivity.

an appreciable part of a wave-length or more. Usually at short

waves, the effective resistance is almost entirely the resistance equiva-

lent of the reradiation losses. This resistance can be lowered through

directivity, a simple example of which can be illustrated with the aid

of Fig. 2.

If we can conceive of a point source of radiation at A, equipotential

radiation surfaces would be spherical in shape and symmetrically dis-

posed around A. The field intensity at point B would be unaffected

if we had some means of avoiding radiation through the unshaded half
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of the sphere, with a consequent saving of half of the radiated energy.

If instead of saving this energy we added it to the shaded side, the

energy available at B would be doubled. This is a simple explanation

of the effect of directivity in the transmitting case. The receiving case

is quite similar.

If the transmitter is at B, the energy available at A is diminished by

reradiation losses. If we avoid reradiation through the unshaded half

of the sphere, the radiation equivalent resistance is halved and the load

energy will be doubled, after rematching the load to the antenna im-

pedance.

With this knowledge of the usefulness of sharpened directivity, the

designer is tempted to carry it to an extreme. The degree of directivity

that may be beneficially attempted is, of course, limited by the varia-

tion in the apparent direction of wave arrival. For transatlantic, 16-

meter signals over a daylight path, the horizontal plane angular varia-

tion, at New York has been 4 measured, by observing phase differences

between spaced antennas, to be some 5 degrees or less, but apparently

random throughout this range. Over a combination path of darkness

and daylight, a horizontal angle variation considerably greater than

this magnitude is frequently observed.

In the vertical plane, the variations in the apparent directions of

arrival are considerable and also random. On rare occasions, angles as

high as sixty degrees from the horizontal have been recorded. A sharp

low angle antenna may well be expected to decrease in output as the

angle of the wave direction becomes high.

Knowing that the interpretation of wave directions, by means of

observed phase differences between spaced antennas, might be compli-

cated if multiple waves of varying angles were present, two vertically

polarized test antennas were built having optimum response at 27 de-

grees and at 6 degrees from the horizontal, respectively as shown in Fig.

3-A. These angles were experimentally obtained from airplane meas-

urements. Fig. 3-B, which has been smoothed out for publication, is

characteristic of about 80 per cent of the comparative data obtained

on these two antennas, as measured by automatic signal recorders.

Examination will show that, very frequently, the high angle antenna

increases in output as the low angle antenna loses, or vice versa, indicat-

ing that the waves are varying in their vertical angle. Similar methods

have also cross-checked the horizontal plane movements previously

mentioned.

Where it is planned to design a single fixed antenna for a particular

4 H. T. Friis, " Direction of propagation and fading of short waves," Proc. I. R. E.,

May, 1928.
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service, the antenna should be sufficiently broad in its directivity to

include most of the directional variations in signal arrival that may be
encountered. In such cases, we have adopted the policy of simultane-

w^ o"

Fig. 3-A—Comparative directive diagrams of a high and a low angle antenna.
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Fig. 3-B—Comparison of signal outputs of a high and a low angle antenna.

ously comparing the signal outputs of various size antennas through
the measurements of automatic signal recorders over long periods.
A photograph of one such signal recorder is shown in Fig. 4.

Several of our test antennas have proved to be too sharp. On occa-
sions, their output exceeded that of any of the smaller, less directive
antennas, but when averaged over long intervals of time, they proved
to be deficient. At first, we tried to avoid putting too much weight on
gain data obtained when signals were normally very strong but long
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experience seems to show that wave direction variation has little cor-

relation with the field strength of signals.

Fig. 4—An automatic signal recorder.

Static Reduction

Referring again to Fig. 2, assume that point A, receiving from B, is

surrounded in all directions by static of uniform intensity. If A is

made responsive only in the shaded directions, half of the static appears

at first, to be eliminated, but we must remember that, by previous argu-

ments, the static output from the shaded region is doubled ;
thus the
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over-all static output is the same. For uniform distribution, the static

output level is independent of the degree of directivity, provided that

impedance matching between the load and the antenna is always main-

tained. We see, therefore, that the improvement in signal-to-static

ratio in this case is the same as the signal improvement alone.

If static were always uniformly distributed about an antenna, the

problems of signal gain and improvement in the signal-to-static ratio

would be synonymous. The fact that short-wave static is usually

highly directional puts an entirely different aspect on the problem. If,

in Fig. 2, the static came from a direction included in the unshaded
portion of the characteristic, the improvement in the signal-to-static

ratio would be infinite. In a receiving antenna, therefore, emphasis
must be placed on the deep suppression of response in other than the

favored direction.

Fig. 5—A comparison of directive diagrams.

Fig. 5 is intended to illustrate the case described. The antenna char-

acteristic 5-A, having a signal gain of 20 decibels over a nondirectional

antenna, does not accomplish deep rejection in other directions. It

follows, therefore, that the better discriminating characteristic 5-B
would give a vastly better signal-to-static ratio, in spite of a smaller

signal gain.

Fading Reduction

Many schemes for counteracting fading are in use and have been
suggested. These include compensation for fading through automatic
control of the receiver gain, the automatic selection of the best of sev-

eral antennas, single side band with an unvarying locally supplied car-

rier, etc. All of these systems have merit, but are not a complete cure

for the very prevalent selective type of fading, where several depres-

sions may exist within a frequency band width of speech magnitude.
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Under certain conditions, selective fading can be combatted through

antenna directivity, but it is not without its difficulties in attainment.

This is a direct attack on the multiple path source of the evil, eliminat-

ing a cause which makes fading selective with frequency. At times,

very marked fading reduction has been obtained by this means.

Economics of Receiving Antennas

We have indicated briefly that the receiving antenna system has an

important bearing upon all the major factors which are limitations in

the present short-wave art. As long as these improvements can be ef-

fected in the receiving antenna system at a cost less than, for instance,

a corresponding increase in transmitter power, concentration on the

development of antenna design is well warranted.

One often hears the question whether one type of directive antenna

is better than some other type. The answer usually depends on an

economic comparison rather than an electrical one. The sharpness of

directivity, the gain, etc., are determined by existing conditions. Nu-

merous types of antennas can be designed to meet these specifications,

therefore it is evident that the final selection is often based on over-all

costs.

In Part 2 of this paper an antenna system will be discussed which

is the result of an attempt to produce an effective antenna at a cost

more favorable than the types we have been accustomed to use up to

the present time.

part 2. long wire antennas

Types of Directive Antennas

Directive methods, employing a finite number of spaced elements of

specific phase and amplitude relations, have been known for a long

time. Most of the more recent innovations, in this form of antenna,

have pertained to the methods whereby, in their practical applications,

these phases and amplitudes have been achieved. Considerable use

has been made to date of such antennas, but they are quite expensive in

their larger sizes and often their frequency range is very limited. As a

result of these frequency restrictions, the radiotelephone receiving sta-

tion at Netcong, N. J., employs ten 5 antennas, all differing in their

design frequency but having the same favored direction toward Eng-

land.

For some time, it has been appreciated that if it were possible to

substitute a single directive antenna, having frequency characteristics

sufficiently broad as to cover the above mentioned ten channels, a very

6 A. A. Oswald, "Transoceanic telephone service—short wave equipment," Bell

Sys. Tech. Jour., April, 1930.
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large economic saving could be effected. Development work was

undertaken which has not only resulted in an antenna of considerable

frequency latitude, but this new antenna structure is actually less ex-

pensive than a single, equally effective unit of the previous type. The
remainder of this paper will be devoted to a discussion of various ap-

plications of this form of antenna.

Principles of "Tilted" Wire Antennas

The elementary principles underlying "tilted" wires can be ex-

plained more readily by presenting a physical picture, through the use

of r-m-s vector representation, rather than through a more or less cum-

bersome mathematical treatment. The vector representations that

follow are not rigorous but they serve to convey quickly the ideas under

consideration and give results which are in sufficiently good accord with

the complete mathematic analysis.

As we increase the length of a simple vertical antenna exposed to

horizontally propagated waves, always rematching impedances by
varying the load at its base, we obtain increases in the load power up to

the point where the antenna wire length reaches one-half wave-length.

The vector representation of this one-half wave-length case constitutes

Fig. 6.

RMS R.M.S. CURRENT RMS. CURRENT
INDUCED AT R-DIRECT AT R VIA END
VOLTAGE PROPAGATION REFLECTION
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Fig. 6—Vector relations in a half-wave vertical antenna.
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The first column of vectors represents the phase of the induced volt-

ages, assumed to be lumped at points 1 to 5. The second column of

vectors indicates the phase of the directly propagated currents arriving

at R and due to each lumped voltage. The phase changes are due to

the varying intervals of time required to traverse the intervening path.

Likewise, the third column represents the current reaching R by way

of the open-end reflection where a 180-degree phase change occurs.

Summing up either column of current vectors, we trace a semicircum.

ference and the resultant is a diameter. Had the antenna wire been

slightly longer, the circumference would have been further closed and

the resultant smaller. Fig. 7 illustrates an extreme case where the cur-

RMS. R.M.S CURRENT R.M.S. CURRENT
INDUCED AT R-DIRECT AT R VIA END
VOLTAGE PROPAGATION REFLECTION

PERFECT GROUND

RESULTANTS f

Fig. 7—Vector relations in a one-wave vertical antenna.

rents in R are zero for the vertical antenna length of one wave-length.

Analyzing these vectors, we establish an important principle, as follows:

The length of a straight antenna wire is an optimum value, for cur-

rents directly propagated to the load, when the elementary cur-

rents due to voltages induced in small lengths at the two wire

extremities are opposite in phase at the load, provided that this

does not also occur for intermediate points.

This statement has been restricted to the directly propagated currents

since, in what follows, we shall, practically always, dissipate the cur-
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rents propagated to the far end in appropriate terminating impedances.

In many of the diagrams, the load currents which would arrive from

open-end reflections have been included merely as of general interest.

The above stated principle permits us to remedy the null situation

of Fig. 7 by tilting the wire as shown in Fig. 8. Notice that point 1 has

been advanced into the wave propagation so that, at any given instant,

point 1 is later in phase than for instance, point 5. The directly propa-

gated currents of Fig. 8 trace a semicircumference and, therefore, the

wire length 6 appears to be an optimum for the tilt selected.

RMS RMS. CURRENT R.M.S. CURRENT
INDUCED AT R-DIRECT AT R VIA END
VOLTAGE PROPAGATION REFLECTION

/ /

\

PERFECT GROUND

RESULTANTS

V

\
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Fig. 8—Vector relations in a tilted wire antenna.

For any wire tilt angle, there exists a wire length which will trace a

semicircumference similar to the above. This occurs when the tilt is

such that the wire length is one-half wave-length longer than its pro-

jection upon the wave direction of propagation. Using appropriate tilt

angles, as the wire length increases, output gains are achieved through

increased effective induced voltage in the wire. Still further gain in

output is available through the increasing directivity that is bound to

result from the increasing dimensions.

One of the chief features of the tilted wire antenna is that in its

6 For rigid accuracy in determining optimum dimensions, a small correction must
be applied to these rules. This correction occurs in cases where, upon changing the
wire tilt angle, the rate of change of induced voltage is comparable to the rate of
change of load current as described above.
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longer lengths it is effective over a broad range of frequencies. This is

illustrated by Fig. 9 which is a plot of the wire length versus the tilt

90*
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WIRE LENGTH IN WAVE LENGTHS

Fig. 9—Optimum tilt angle for long wires.

angle utilizing the above mentioned rules. For example, if the antenna

were designed for a frequency such that the wire was ten wave-lengths

long but it was used at another frequency where the wire length was

only eight wave-lengths, Fig. 9 shows that the inaccuracy of tilt angle

would be only about two degrees, which in most cases is inappreciable.

As we shall see later, even this inaccuracy can be compensated by

another wire in combination having an opposite trend.

Broad Frequency Range in Arrays

As is true for any antenna, the tilted wire may be used as an element

in all the usual forms of arrays. Successful experimental antennas

have been constructed consisting of a succession of tilted wires disposed

in broadside relation, in the line of transmission and also stacked one

above another. Some of these arrangements confine the effectiveness

of the resulting antenna to a single frequency. Appreciating that one

of the principle features of the tilted wire was its effectiveness over a

broad frequency range, we have particularly stressed the development

of those combinations of tilted wires which would not place restrictions

on this frequency range. One such combination is discussed in the

following section.
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The Inverted V
The combination of two tilted wires to form the inverted V is shown

in Fig. 10. The directional characteristics are appreciably improved
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Fig. 10—Vector relations in an inverted V antenna.

with a consequent increase in signal output; also, the far end of the an-

tenna becomes accessible for termination purposes, near the ground.

These terminations will be discussed later. The inverted V requires no

more supporting structure than the tilted wire, therefore its additional

cost is very small where the land is available. Fig. 10 is a vector pic-

ture indicating that the two elements of the inverted V add in proper

phase relation.

In connection with Fig. 9, it has been mentioned that the small in-

accuries in tilt angle, due to departures from the design frequencies,

can be counteracted by another wire in combination having an opposite

trend. The inverted V of Fig. 10, is an example of one such possible

arrangement. Since the tilt angle error is opposite in direction for each

leg of the V, in combination, their optimum direction of response will

remain unaltered. This will be illustrated by calculated directive

diagrams which will be given later.
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Asymmetrical Directivity Through Far End Terminations

Where it is desired to make an antenna responsive to signals in a

given direction but to discriminate against signals in the opposite direc-

tion, reflector systems are often employed. These reflectors may be

parasitic or they may be directly connected to the receiver through

apparatus controlling their phase and amplitude relations. Our ex-

perience has shown that reflectors may be employed in connection with

the type of antenna under consideration for the purpose of obtaining

unilateral directivity. However, the use of reflectors restricts the

possible frequency range, as they only function efficiently at specific

spacings in relation to the wave-length used. For this reason, reflec-

tors will not be discussed in this paper, although they are employed

where a broad frequency range is not essential.
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Fig. 11—Vector relations in an inverted V antenna—asymmetrical directivity.

Tilted wire antennas and their combinations are particularly adapted

to obtaining directional asymmetry through proper terminations of the
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end remote from the receiver. A simple example is illustrated in

Fig. 11.

The end of the inverted V remote from the receiver R, in Fig. 11, is

so terminated as to absorb signals without reflections. In other words,

a termination equal to the antenna characteristic impedance is em-

ployed. Only the vectors for one leg of each of the inverted V's have

been drawn, as the second leg is simply a reproduction of the first, and

add directly thereto, after all phase relations have been determined.

In Fig. 1 1-A, a wave from the right produces elementary load currents

which trace a semicircle, as previously discussed. Note that when the

wave arrives from the left as in Fig. 11-B, the phase change is more

rapid and a closed circle is traced making the resultant zero, thus we
have achieved an infinite front-to-back ratio. It can be shown that

this advantageous condition exists for tilted wires where the wire length

of each element is an odd integral multiple, greater than one, of one-

quarter wave-length, provided that the previously mentioned optimum
tilt, in relation to the wave direction, is maintained.

At first glance, it might appear that the frequency range is restricted,

since the above rule is limited to certain wire lengths expressed in

wave-lengths. The most disadvantageous case exists when the wire

length is an even integral multiple, greater than two, of one-quarter

wave-length. Fig. 12 illustrates one such case, the wire being one

r=z c
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Fig. 12—Vector relations in an inverted V antenna—asymmetrical directivity.
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wave-length long and at optimum tilt. It will be observed that the

front-to-back ratio is not infinite but there still exists some directional

discrimination, due to the fact that the back wave has resulted in the

elementary currents tracing one and one-half rotations, thus obtaining

partial cancellation. It is important to notice that longer wires would

result in an increasing number of rotations and the resultant current of

the back wave would become smaller and smaller as compared with the

resultant of the front wave. This is a further argument for the use of

long tilted wires. The calculated front-to-back ratios obtained with

characteristic impedance terminations for various lengths of wires at

optimum tilt are plotted in Fig. 13.
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Fig. 13—Front-to-back ratios for characteristic impedance termination.

A very interesting feature about terminations is that, provided we

are willing to make slight readjustments in their value, it is possible to

obtain infinite front-to-back ratios at all frequencies within range.

This is accomplished by cancelling the residue of back signal by means

of a small reflection from the end termination obtained by departing

slightly from the characteristic impedance adjustment. It can be

shown that this results, for wires which are in length an even multiple,

greater than two, of one-quarter wave-length, when the termination is

the characteristic impedance times the cosine of the angle made by the

wire with the direction of wave propagation.
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For long wires, the above readjustment is very small. As an exam-
ple, a ten-wave-length wire is properly tilted when it makes an angle

with the direction of wave propagation whose cosine is 0.950. Thus,
only a five per cent reduction in the termination from the characteristic

impedance value will give an infinite front-to-back ratio.

In practice, we usually adjust a termination to a value which is a

compromise between the above value and the characteristic impedance.
This gives very favorable front-to-back ratios at any frequency within

the range of the antenna, particularly in the case of long wires.

Theoretically infinite front-to-back ratios have been mentioned
several times in the preceding discussion. It is an experimental fact

that where very minute adjustments can be made in both the resistive

and reactive components of the termination impedance, the front-to-

back signal voltage ratio is only limited by the rigidity of the antenna
elements in space. Voltage ratios in excess of 1000 to 1 are readily ob-

tained, although such extremes are seldom warranted in practice. This
deep depression can be "steered" through a considerable range of

directions largely through changes in the reactive component of the ter-

mination impedance, the resistance alteration required being small.

This permits a high degree of discrimination against many specific

cases of interference in the rear quadrant of the antenna.

The Diamond-Shaped Antenna
In terminating inverted V antennas to ground, trouble has been ex-

perienced due to the instability of the ground contact resistance during
varying weather conditions. In addition, the signal "pick-up" in the

connecting leads was not always small compared with the antenna
signal response in directions of antenna minima. These difficulties

were avoided by terminating to the center point of a straight wire,

substantially a half wave-length in total length, lying perpendicular to

the favored wave direction.

As is well known, a quarter wave-length open-ended element appears

to be a very low resistance when measured between its terminal and
ground or another similar element. Two such low resistance quarter

wave-length elements are effectively in parallel in the above arrange-

ment and the center-tapped symmetry substantially balances out the

effect of voltages induced in these elements.

Variations of the above type of artificial ground have been used in

connection with inverted V antennas but, with few exceptions, they
have required readjustments as the frequency was altered. A more
satisfactory arrangement from several points of view is the double-V
or diamond-shaped antenna shown in Fig. 14. This provides a bal-
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anced arrangement eliminating the necessity of a " ground " connection

;

furthermore, it does not place any frequency limitation upon the

system.

PLAN VIEW

TO
RECEIVER

HORIZONTAL COMPONENT
OF WAVE DIRECTION

B'_

TERMINATION

VERTICAL COMPONENT
OF WAVE DIRECTION

TO
RECEIVER T \ TERMINATION

GROUND

Fig. 14—The horizontal diamond-shaped antenna.

The antenna in Fig. 14 may be used with its plane either vertical or

horizontal, being responsive, respectively, to vertically or horizontally

polarized waves. It has found its greatest application in its horizontal

form, however, due to reasons enumerated below.

(a) The supporting structure in its horizontal form is less costly,

since only four relatively short poles are required.

(b) The inherent high angle directive characteristics of horizontal

antennas discriminate against ignition, power, and other noises

originating near the ground.

(c) The solid directive diagram of the diamond-shaped antenna is

sharpest in the plane of the antenna. Since the direction of

wave propagation is more stable in the horizontal plane, it is

desirable to have the plane of the antenna horizontal.

(d) The directivity of the horizontal diamond-shaped antenna can be

aimed, to some extent, at the most desirable vertical angle

merely by altering the "tilt" angle <£ of the antenna.

(e) The performance of the horizontal antenna is stable with varying

weather conditions, since horizontally polarized waves are less

affected than are the vertical by varying ground constants.
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The use of the antenna horizontally, in the usual short-wave range,

assumes that the strength of horizontally polarized waves are at least

as great as are the vertically polarized components. Several observers

have reported them more so, but the experience of the writer has been
that there is little choice where horizontal and vertical antennas, hav-
ing the same degree of directivity and optimum direction, are com-
pared.

Up to this point in this paper, the attempt has been made to present

simply a broad picture of some of the applications of long tilted wires to

antenna design. It now seems worth while to give in somewhat more
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Fig. 15—Vertical plane design chart.

detail a sample of the design methods employed and the performance
measurements on one typical form of antenna; accordingly a medium
size horizontal diamond-shaped antenna has been selected.

The Horizontal Diamond-Shaped Antenna

In calculating the directive diagrams of the horizontal diamond-
shaped antenna, the antenna wires have been assumed to be without
resistance. As long as we are contented in knowing only the relative

shape of the directive diagrams, this approximation is quite accurate

and results in a tremendous simplification of the problem.

In all of the calculations, a perfect ground has been assumed. For-
tunately, for horizontally polarized waves, variation in the ground con-
stants do not radically affect either the amplitude or phase of the
ground reflections, so that the following equations can be used as rough
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approximations even where imperfect ground conditions are encoun-

tered.

Vertical Plane Directivity

The vertical plane directivity of the horizontal diamond-shaped an-

tenna is determined by three factors, i.e., the length of each leg, the

"tilt angle" and the height above ground.

For the cases where the element length is an integral multiple of a

half wave-length and where the far end termination is the characteristic

impedance multiplied by the sine of
<f>

(see Fig. 14), the equation for the

vertical plane directivity over perfect ground has been calculated to be,

where, as shown in Fig. 14,

H = height above perfect ground in wave-lengths.

A = wave angle from horizontal in the vertical plane

<j> = tilt angle of elements.

I = element length in wave-lengths.

k = proportionality factor.

lit = receiver current.

It will be noted that neither the length nor the tilt angle appears in

the first bracketed term. It can be shown that this factor appears as a

multiplier for nearly any type of horizontal antenna, accordingly the

location of nulls and maxima for this factor are separately plotted in

Fig. 15.

In the same manner the nulls and maxima of the product of the sec-

ond and third bracketed terms have been plotted in Fig. 16 for an

element length of four wave-lengths.

The curves of Figs. 15 and 16 are design curves and their use can be

illustrated by the following example: Measurements on the directions

of wave arrival have indicated that the most usual directions are from

10 to 15 degrees above the horizontal. It is desired to construct a

horizontal diamond-shaped antenna for this reception, employing four-

wave-length elements. Fig. 15 indicates that the most economical pole

height for 15 degrees is approximately one wave-length. Now referring

to Fig. 16, we see that the largest tilt angle, to accomplish this, is about

65 degrees. It is always desirable to use the largest possible angle of

tilt to obtain the use of the largest lobe of the directive diagram.

* In the third bracketed quantity use, in the ± sign, — when I is an even integral

multiple of X/2 and + when / is an odd integral multiple of A/2.
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Figs. 15 and 16 likewise give us the null points. These are seen to

be 0, 30, and 90 degrees in Fig. 15 and 34. 57, 74, and 90 degrees in Fig.

16.
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Fig. 16—Vertical plane design chart.

Using the above determined dimensions, the complete directive

diagrams are calculated to determine whether a satisfactory result has

been accomplished. Fig. 17 is the complete vertical plane diagram as

Fig. 17—Vertical plane directive diagram.

calculated from the previously given equation. Should some undesir-

ably large minor lobe be present, it is often possible to suppress it by
slightly changing one of the variables. A knowledge of the location of

the null points, as given by Figs. 15 and 16, is a valuable guide in this

accomplishment.
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Horizontal Plane Directivity

Due to the cancellation effect of the reflections of horizontally po-

larized waves from a perfect ground, the horizontal plane diagram, for

a horizontal antenna, is merely a point. The way to view directivity is

properly in its solid form, but the calculations and plotted representa-

tions are somewhat laborious. The designer is in real need of knowing

the horizontal width of the major lobe of the directional characteristic

as would be seen from a plan view. This angular width, as measured

between null points, is not altered by ground effects; therefore a useful

simplification of the calculations may be had by ignoring the cancella-

tion effect of the ground reflection. It should be pointed out that the

amplitudes are slightly erroneous when this is done, but the null point

locations are accurate. If this is done, we obtain the following equa-

tion:

J _
fc/ [

* + COS A 1 rj ± e~J2rl sin »+ft/X"] . [1 -L. e-W* 1 Bin <#-»/*"]
R

Lcos2 ~~ s *n2 PJ

where, as shown in Fig. 14,

/3 = wave angle in horizontal plane.

<f>
= tilt angle of elements.

/ = element length in wave-lengths.

k' = proportionality factor.

IR = receiver current.

20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

TILT ANGLE <J> IN DEGREES

Fig. 18—Plan view design chart.

* In the second and third bracketed quantities use, in the -fa sign, — when / is an

even integral multiple of X/2 and + when / is an odd integral multiple of X/2.
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Fig. 18 is a plot similar in character to that of Fig. 16, giving the
location of nulls and maxima in the same manner. In our previous
example, vertical plane considerations indicated that a tilt angle of 65
degrees was desirable. An examination of Fig. 18 gives a rapid esti-

mate of the approximate plan view of the directive diagram and Fig. 19
is the more complete plan diagram for this tilt angle. It will be noted
in Fig. 18 that the lines indicating factor maxima and minima fre-

quently intersect. This property can be utilized for the suppression of

particular minor lobes of the directive diagram by a proper selection of

the tilt angle.

Frequency Range

Previously, it was stated that the V form of antenna counteracts the

slight tendency for a change in optimum direction when the frequency

90' 60" 30'

1 <»4X— _J <J>=65*

-J /
NOTE: GROUND CANCELLATION IS IGNORED

Fig. 19—Plan view directive diagram.

NOTE: GROUND CANCELLATION IS IGNORED

Fig. 20—Plan view directive diagram.

is altered. The correctness of this statement is verified in Figs. 19,

20, and 21. The linear dimensions and tilt angle were unaltered as
the wave-length was varied over a two-to-one range. The optimum
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direction is maintained although, as would be expected, the directivity

becomes less sharp as the wave-length is increased in respect to the

antenna dimensions.

NOTE.- GROUND CANCELLATION IS IGNORED

Fig. 21—Plan view directive diagram.

Due to the variability of the wave directions in the vertical plane,

this desirable direction is not well defined. As the wave-length is in-

creased, a broadening characteristic counteracts the possibility of losing

signal due to the optimum direction of the characteristic moving slightly

upward.

Antenna Coupling Circuit

A two-wire transmission line has been used as the connecting link

between the antenna and the coupling circuits at the receiver. With

this arrangement, the circuits must be carefully balanced against ver-

tical waves to obtain local noise reduction and to avoid reradiation

losses from the transmission line. This is not difficult for a single fre-

quency but if the coupling circuits are to maintain this balance for a

range of frequencies, very careful designing of the coupling circuits is

required.

The present practice is to place these coupling circuits in an ele-

vated position directly at the antenna terminals to reduce the necessity

for finical balancing adjustments. These circuits are connected to the

receiver through a concentric pipe transmission line with its accom-

panying low loss, freedom from "pick-up," and substantial weather-

proof construction. Multipeaked coupling circuits have been devised

so that no readjustment is required over quite a frequency range.

Measured Performance

From the inception of our short-wave experience, we have been

accustomed to compare the performance of antennas with a half-wave

vertical antenna. The lower end of this standard of comparison is near
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the ground and connected to a coupling circuit in such a manner that

matched impedances are realized. Although the antenna under con-

sideration is intended for the reception of horizontally polarized waves,

the same vertical comparison standard has been maintained.

As previously mentioned, automatic signal recorders of the type

shown in Fig. 4, are connected to each antenna. This recorder indi-

cates an integrated average signal during each ten-second period, thus

removing the wide amplitude excursions due to fading. It is an inter-

esting fact that, although the instantaneous fading of two antennas may
be different, the average signal over ten seconds usually has correspond-

ing rises and falls in amplitude. This effect is so marked that any possi-

ble inaccuracies in the timing axis are readily detected, when comparing

records. To promote accuracy in amplitude comparisons, only cor-

responding peaks or hollows of the curves are used. It is obvious that

the employment of steep sides of curves would put a premium on very

accurate timing. The relative timing of recorders is usually very good,

as their synchronous motors are run by the same a-c power supply.

The relative signal strength accuracy of the recorders is better than

one db.

The antenna reported in the following data is an experimental an-

tenna, at Holmdel, N. J., shown in the photograph of Fig. 22. This

Fig. 22—An experimental horizontal diamond-shaped antenna.

picture illustrates the extreme simplicity of this type of antenna. The
antenna dimensions are the same as those in the previously discussed

directive diagrams when used at 16 meters. As has been said so many
times before, the gain of the antenna over the standard may be ex-

pected to vary with the varying wave directions. The following data

are the results of several hundred hours of tests, made at Holmdel, N.

J., during the fall and winter months. Three different wave-lengths
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were used with no alteration whatever in the antenna, its termination,

or its transmission line coupling circuits. The standard of comparison,

however, was always a half wave-length for the signal under test. It

has been thought desirable to plot the gain data as the percentage of

total time the antenna gain was above the indicated value in order to

show the gain distribution with time. This summary of gains is given in

Fig. 23.
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Fig. 23—Gain-time distribution curves.

I am indebted to a member 7 of our laboratories for an interesting

variation which has been used in the application of this type of antenna

to the transmitting problem. A simple terminating resistance is often

undesirable in the transmitting case since it may be called upon to dis-

sipate several kilowatts, in fact, that portion of the energy which would

be radiated backward if no terminating resistance were employed. A
long, two-wire iron transmission line shorted at the far end has been

found to be one useful terminating load of the required dissipating

ability.

The terminated diamond-shaped antenna possesses a broad im-

pedance-frequency characteristic. This property may be augmented

7 E. J. Sterba, Bell Telephone Laboratories.
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by reducing the characteristic impedance of the antenna. One con-

venient scheme for reducing the impedance is to employ several con-

ductors in parallel in each leg of the antenna. The characteristic im-

pedance may in this manner be dropped to a value for which matching

iron wire lines are readily constructed.

The terminating load which produces the most desirable impedance

characteristic does not necessarily produce the best front-to-back

ratio. In the transmitting case, however, the deep directed nulls re-

quired in reception, to eliminate interference of some particular station,

are not necessary. It is sufficient to reduce by 10 or more decibels the

field in the back directions. Thus the modified diamond-shaped an-

tenna may be employed as a unidirectional transmitting array accept-

ing power over a two-to-one frequency range.

In conclusion, I should like to point out that the work described in

this paper was possible only through the assistance, cooperation, and

advice of many people in the Bell System, to all of whom I render my
sincere thanks. In particular, I wish to mention Messrs. A. C. Beck

and L. R. Lowry who supervised the construction and did most of the

testing of the experimental models. Mr. H. T. Friis, not only con-

tributed many suggestions and constructive criticisms of the work, but

took steps to have developed apparatus which was essential for the

automatic measurement of received signal levels.


